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Look at the Birdie by Kurt Vonnegut

Vonnegut may have passed on, but this new
collection of unpublished short stories will live
on. The 13 stories encompass everything that
Vonnegut is known for, especially the weird.

FIC King

Slaughter House Five by Kurt Vonnegut

Based off the author’s real life, journey along
with a WWII soldier has his life goes from a fire
bombing to becoming a zoo animal on a alien

planet.

YA
VONNEGUT

Explore Books by the Author

Why you should read Kafka before
you waste your life

by J.M. Hawes

Learn about the real man behind the twisted
visions that lay in his stories. More of a study,

than anything else, you’ll never look at Kafka the
same way again.

833.912
HAW

Explore Kafka
Kafka on the Shore by Haruki Murakami

Join two characters Kafka Tamura and Nakata
as they embark on a surreal journey across the

country side as Kafka looks for his
mother or sister.

FICTION
MURAKAMI

Explore Similar Authors
Introduction to Satire by Leonard Feinberg

If the idea of satire has passed you by, try
Feinberg’s take on why satire is need to expose

evil and hypocrisy.

809.7 FEI

Explore Satire

Year’s Best SF

Exploring different genres is as easy as picking
up short story collection. Read contemporary

authors in the field of science fiction.

SCI FIC
ROBINSON K

Explore Genre Short Stories
Writing Humor by Ian Bernard

Writing humor is very difficult  Learn to add
humor to all types of writings from fiction to

writing for that hit sitcom you’ve been dreaming
up.

808.02 BER

Explore Humor


